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SUBJECT: Background for Fare Policy Analysis—Other Systems' Fare Structures 

RECOMMENDED ACTION: 

G Information Only M Briefing Item □ Recommended Motion 

Budget/Fiscal Impact: 

No impact at this time. However, future fare changes could have fiscal impacts. 

Background/Discussion: 

Last month, staff outlined potential fare policies with the Board, along with a process for 

approving those policies. This memo provides more in-depth information that the Board can 

use as background for the fare policy analysis and fare structure development. 

Fare structures of other agencies can provide benchmarks and points of comparison for AC 

Transit. In reviewing this information, the Board may want to consider the ways in which 

those agencies' fiscal and policy conditions are relevant to, or different from, AC Transit. 

Staff was particularly interested in the relationship between cash fares and pass prices. Staff 

found that while there was substantial variation, pass prices tended to be approximately 36 

times the cash fare for base (adult), senior and youth passes. Currently, passes range from 

40 times the adult cash fare to 15 times the youth cash fare. 

Agencies Reviewed 

Staff collected data on fares and pass prices for 17 transit agencies in the Bay Area and 

around the country, as presented the Attachment. The Bay Area agencies represented the 

other three major local transit bus operators in the region—Muni, Samtrans, and Santa Clara 

VTA. The agencies around the country are those that have bus operations roughly similar in 

size to AC Transit (though most also operate rail service). 

Types of Fare Reviewed 

This memo concentrates on cash fares—base adult, senior/disabled and youth-and on pass 

prices for adults, seniors and the disabled, and youth. These are the most common types of 

fares and can be most easily compared across multiple agencies. There are, however, 

numerous other types of fares that are not included in the comparison. These include day 

passes (DART and others), a 6-Hour Pass designed for going to and from an event (Metro 

Transit), 7-day passes (Trimet and others), annual passes (Port Authority of Allegheny 

County), reduced fares within a Downtown area (Metro Transit), fares zoned by distance 

(King County Metro) and weekend and holiday passes (King County Metro). Some agencies 

operating both bus and rail service charged different fares each mode-if there were a 
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difference, this comparison is for the bus fares. Because these more unusual fare types are 
less common, staff did not compare or analyze them in this memo. 

AC Transit Fares Compared to Other Agencies 

Base adult fares among these agencies ranged from $1.25 on MBTA (available only if a 

smart card is used) to $2.25 in Minneapolis and Cleveland. AC Transit's base bare ($2.00) 

is the fare charged by the largest number of agencies. However, the service that the base 
fare purchases does vary. On some systems (such as DART) the base fare buys only one 
ride on one vehicle-no transfers. On others, such as AC Transit, the fare buys a ride plus a 
single transfer. However, in some cases (like AC Transit) there is a nominal charge. On 
others, such as Tri-Met in Portland, a single fare buys unlimited rides in a given time period. 

AC Transit's senior/disabled fare of $1.00 was typical of many agencies, though these fare 
types ranged from 40 cents to $1.00. Federal law limits senior and disabled fares to no more 

than 50% of the base fare. Most senior fares are at or close to this level. Metro Transit in 
Minneapolis has different fares for peak and off-peak periods; seniors receive the discounted 

fare off-peak, but not during peak periods. In the Chicago Region, seniors ride free. Though 

not reflected on the attached table, some agencies—such as County Connection in Central 
Contra Costa County—also allow seniors to ride free during the midday. 

The District's youth cash fare of $1.00 was similar to other agencies, which charged 

between 60 cents and $1.75 for youth. Discounted youth fares are not federally mandated, 

and among the systems analyzed, Orange County and Cleveland do not have one. More 

common were restrictions on who could use youth fares and when they could use them. 

PACE, in suburban Chicago, charges youth fares only for passengers between 7 and 11 

years old. Several systems (Boston, Dallas, Denver, Miami, Washington) require that the 

youth be enrolled in school. Other systems, such as Baltimore and Boston, charge the 

discounted youth fare only on school days. These systems seek to target trips to and from 
school, by students. 

Pass Prices and Fares 

District staff has been particularly interested in establishing a clearer and longer lasting 

relationship between fares and pass prices. This relationship could be the basis for 

establishing a more predictable and understandable fare structure. The three columns on 

the right of the attachment show the "multiple" of pass prices to fares (e.g. If fare = $1, pass 

= $40, then multiple = 40). This metric shows the point at which it is of value to the rider to 
buy a pass rather than use cash for each trip. 

All but one of the adult passes was priced between 30 and 40 times the base adult fare. AC 

Transit's local pass is at the high end of this range at 40; our Transbay pass is towards the 

low end at 33. The median multiple for adult passes among the other agencies excluding AC 

Transit is 36 times. 

Senior/Disabled passes showed more variation, with multiples of fare ranging from 24 to 

42. MBTA in Boston is an outlier at 50 because its senior fare—40 cents—is so low, 

resulting in a larger multiple. Miami and the Chicago area provides free transit for 
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resident seniors, so there is no multiple. Not all agencies offer passes for seniors. 

Despite the wider variation in pricing of senior passes, the all-agency median (without 
AC Transit) is 35 times fare. 

Youth pass prices showed substantial variation. While most agencies offer a youth 

pass, a substantial fraction do not. Orange County, Atlanta, Baltimore, Cleveland, 

Minneapolis, and Pittsburgh do not have youth passes. Among agencies with youth 
passes, the prices (see the rightmost column of the center group) varied from the low 

end (AC Transit's $15) to Miami at the high end ($50). Four of the surveyed agencies 

sell youth passes for $20 to $29 per month, five sell them for $30 to $39 per month, and 
two sell them for over $40 per month. 

The variation in youth pass costs created great variation in youth pass price multipliers. 

AC Transit is at the low end with a multiple of 15. Next is Portland at 17. One surveyed 
agency (VTA) was between 20 and 29. Six agencies have a multiple between 30 and 

39, and two are at 40 or above. The median youth pass price multiple was 36, the same 

as for adult passes, and almost the same as for senior passes. 

Next Steps 

This information will be used in staffs further development of fare policy and fare 
proposals. Staff plans to report to the Board in September. 

Prior Relevant Board Actions/Policies: 

GM Memo 09-236, Approval of Proposed Fair Policy Scope of Work 

GM Memo 10-145, Fare Policy Goals and Objectives 

Attachments: 

Attachment A: Transit Fare Categories and Pass Costs-Selected Local and National 
Systems 

Approved by: Mary V. King, Interim General Manager 

Tina Spencer, Manager of Long Range Planning and Data Analysis 

Prepared by: Nathan Landau, Senior Planner 

Date Prepared: August 3, 2010 
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